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In this paper I am interested to analyse AnjanDutta’sThe Bong Connection (2006), a 
representative, popular Bangla cinema on the Bengali diaspora in North America. This film, I 
argue, attempts to demystify the aura of homeland and nostalgia as idolised in Bollywood 
cinema. The liberalisation of Indian economy and socio-cultural growth of the Indian middle 
class in the nineties, prompted Bollywood film makers such as Yash Chopra and Karan Johar to 
import and recreate glitzy versions of the Non Resident Indian for the Indian masses. Hindi films 
began narrating to the nation, a new community of Indians who were to be taken as role models 
of success and glory. However, The Bong Connection reads the Bengali diaspora in the US and 
the reception of NRIs’ in Bengal, in a new way. The film seems to act as afoil to the starry life of 
the NRI as depicted by popular production camps in Bollywood. Here, I have attempted to 
critically read to the manner in which the film has represented new notions of homeland, nation 
and diasporic dualities, in the context of contemporary global culture. The following section 
studies the representation of the idea of homeland and nostalgia by Bollywood films and The 
Bong Connection.  

 Homeland and Nostalgia 

Bollywood is one of the most common cultural spaces through which diaspora Indians 
reach back to their roots. Cinema and narrative imagination has created a space of belonging, 
sentiments, and emotions. Since 1990s, there has been a flux of Hindi films such as 
DilwaleDulhania Le Jayenge (1995), Pardes (1997), KabhiKhushiKhabhi Gam (2001)which 
have depicted the hyper-luxurious, yet traditional lives of successful Indians in the west. In these 
films, characters grow a ‘hindustani brotherhood feeling’ and often savour the passion of 
patriotism in everyday cultural products. For instance, in the film DilwaleDulhania Le Jayenge, 
AmrishPuri repeatedly smells the letter mailed by his relatives in Punjab, in a desperate attempt 
to get the “mittikikhushboo” (Smell of Homeland).  Home in these films, is as AvtarBrah 
observed, a “mythic place of desire…in this sense it is a place of no-return, even if it is possible 
to visit the geographical territory that is seen as a place of, ‘origin’ ” (McLeod 209). Here, home 
arouses emotions of loss, nostalgia and an exilic temperament. In these films, homeland is a 
glorified utopia where women are pure, fields are green, food is always delicious, and sweet is the 
sound of one’s native language. The lead male characters in these films possess high moral values 
and are filled with ethnic pride. They look back in veneration at their “historical-cultural identity” 
and at the same time try to fit into their “society of relocation” (Ashcroft et al 425).  

But with the rise in digital communication technologies, and what David Harvey calls as 
the global “time-space compression”, the mythical imagined homeland has become available via 
the click of a button (Oza 3). The term diaspora is no more an “ancient word”; it has rather 
attained a position in “globalist discourse” that has perplexed the “clearly demarcated parameters 
of geography, national identity and belonging” (Braziel and Mannur1). In this context, The Bong 
Connection is a reflection on the new diaspora of late capitalism to whom home is available via 
digital technology and easy transcontinental travel facilities.   
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AnjanDutta’s film is a product of the post-millennial culture industry; a time when the 
world has been connected by innumerable information highways.  The diaspora Indian is not just 
the Punjabi expatriate but also people from other ethnic backgrounds, representing young 
technocratic Indians who travel to other countries all the time thus creating a more eclectic, 
flexible and more enduring diaspora. AvtarBrah writes that, “at the heart of the notion of diaspora 
is the image of a journey” and “diasporic journeys are essentially about settling down, about 
putting roots elsewhere” (McLeod 209). The Bong Connection is about two such journeys; one in 
search of roots and the other of planting new ones in a new country.  

In the film, Andy one of the lead male characters, comes back to Kolkata, while Apu, the 
other protagonist leaves for America. Apu refuses to stay back in the ‘sinking ship’, called 
Kolkata and is desperate to leave his country, travel abroad and make lots of money. Starry-eyed 
Andy soon finds out that Kolkata is no ideal place where he can be inspired. His dreams to make 
it as a master of baul music in the city are crushed by the laid back, traditional, cynical, and 
sceptical attitude of the Bangalicultural circles. His home is no more a medium through which he 
can relive the past in an exotic and nostalgic manner. Andy is perplexed at the gradual 
westernisation of the city and asks the female lead Shila, about clubs playing American music 
instead of bangla songs. In return, Shila explains the ways in which the city has accepted 
westernisation/ globalisation as a natural way of life.  Unlike Apu, Shila saw the possibilities of 
being westernised and progressive without travelling to the west. But Andy, the NRI interprets 
the cultural ambitions of the young, aspirational Indians, as a sign of decadence and loss of ethnic 
flavours.  

Andy finally returns back. His music is more accepted in America than Kolkata which is 
represented as immune to any kind of progressive and experimental approach.  Here, the 
nostalgic glory of homeland, we often saw in the Bollywood movies are simply negated by a 
stark reality, highlighting the bitter truth of one’s home. The split in the harmony of the home is 
further explored in the next section where the dual dilemma of a diasporic life is analysed in the 
context of the paper’s argument.  

Diasporic Dualities 

    The term diaspora has been defined as the, “naming of the other people who have been 
dislocated from their native homeland through the movements of migration, immigration or 
exile” (Braziel and Mannur 1). A sense of exile is always retained by the diasporic subject and it 
plays a prime role in determining the scope of the diasporic identity.  Further, the exilic 
connection results in a “fundamental ambivalence” or a “dual ontology” within the identity of the 
diasporic subject; the diasporic subject must look in two directions- towards a “historical cultural 
identity” and towards the “society of relocation” (Ashcroft et al 425).  This duality has become 
the core of contention in many Bollywood films. The characters usually remember their cultural 
belonging in their new societies through community gatherings, songs, clothes, food and dream 
of their journey back to homeland. They are very well off in the foreign countries either as 
business men, corporate honchos, designers or creative minded people who live by their wits. 
This duality is the crux around which other social, cultural, political and economic crises loom 
around the plot. For instance, in KabhiKhushiKabhi Gam, the idea of the family as a nucleus of 
Indian culture is threatened by many different reasons and the protagonist’s aim is to unite the 
family, for it is an extension of the nation.  Although situated in a foreign country, yet they take 
opportunities to express their “long-distance” nationalism or portable nationalism or as Appadurai 
termed it, “trojan-nationalism”(Özkırımlı 2). Here I am referring to Edward Said’s idea of 
nationalism as “an assertion of belonging to one place, a people, a heritage. It affirms the home 
created by a community of language, culture and custom; and by doing so it fends off the ravages 
of exile”(Ashcroft et al 440). 
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    In this context, AnjanDutta’s motive is not to glorify the nation or those who remember it 
while living abroad. He satirises Bengalis who relish the flavours of Bengali ethnicity in 
America. Their creation of an imagined Bengal is a pathetic attempt to retrieve their ethnic pride. 
When Apu reaches Houston, he is introduced to the Bengali community around his 
neighbourhood. They get together in the weekends and talk about Bengali music, poetry, fish and 
neighbourhood gossip. These characters are not introduced through any heightened cinematic 
effects. In fact they are reduced to caricatures, who swear to go back home and reject America 
only in a drunken fit. Apu is also selected as a suitable match for the young Bengali girl, Rita 
from whom he soon he develops a fondness. Rita is not the typical ‘American Born Confused 
Desi’ which Apu mistakes her to be. She along with the younger generation, criticise the way 
their parents hold on to their bangali-manners in America and their romantic fantasy of returning 
back to India. This American-Bangaliana is a form of diasporic cultural identity that Stuart Hall 
in one way defines as a position where cultural identity is a shared culture between people with 
common history and ancestry (Hall 435).Rita in a passionate outburst tells Apu that their parents 
are in America because they want to make pots of money and don’t give anything either to 
America or India. They just want to have it all for themselves. However, in spite of all their 
wealth they will spend their lives as second class Americans. She, on the other hand, has decided 
to be a complete American. Thus, in any case she does not wish to be the typical Bengali girl who 
wears sarees and salwars. But eventually she does put on an Indian ethnic wear to make Apu 
happy. Her identity which was defined by popular American culture makes space for Indian 
sartorial styles. In this sense, the diasporic cultural identity is not immune to heterogeneity, 
because it is a sense of “becoming” and “being” as well. It belongs to the future as much as it 
belongs to the past and like everything historical, they undergo “constant transformation” (Hall 
435). Diasporic cultural identity is not something that is given but one which is always in the 
“process of being asserted”(Hall 435). 

    The Bong Connection also explores the less travelled alleys of the working class, Indian 
diaspora. AnjanDutta through the character of Bangladeshi taxi driver Haasan and his series of 
liaisons with Mexican women, who work as bar dancers, unravels the desire for home and 
belonging in a different way. They are illegal immigrants and constantly under the threat of the 
state police. They are poor and hardworking and do not have the luxury to romanticise ideas of 
home and nostalgia over the weekend. Hasaan is the one who actually suffers from the diasporic 
duality. He feels guilty of leaving his homeland and is aware of the illusionary life in America 
and surely wants to return back. The film here briefly engages in the politics of borderlines and 
the litany of formalities related to trans-national travel. But the gravity of such decrees is 
ridiculed by Haasan who proudly confesses to Apu, that he has travelled from China to Jamaica 
to US without any official papers. Haasan’s picaresque and romantic American adventure comes 
to a tragic end when he is killed by the police and becomes a typical victim of the politics of 
“cultural assimilation” and segregation (Smith 256). 

    Like Haasan, Apu too makes an exit from the celebrated Bengali diaspora life. Apu was 
already a representative of the global, Bengali comfortable with transnational citizenry.  But his 
good bye is not a muted one. Rather one that is marked by rebel and anger. Apu is Satyajit Ray’s 
‘Aparajito’ (The Undefeated),as he protests against American conservatism, racism and 
homophobia. Apu confronts his boss Gary, a Bengali-American who has comfortably refashioned 
himself as the white upper class American but isagainst cultural alternatives. Finally, Apu stops 
chasing his American Dream and comes back to India and the love of his life Shila. But the return 
of the native is not an idealised return as shown in Bollywood films like Swades (2004). Unlike 
the character Ram, who comes back to India hoping to make a social contribution, Apu returns to 
rekindle his career aspirations in a new way.Apu does not have any of Ram’s selfless drive 
towards nation-building. His return is symbolical of the new Indian middle class who dream to 
culturally and materially upgrade himself. Ram on the other hand, is Bollywood’s golden boy 
who is willing to give up the luxuries of the west for a difficult life in an Indian village. Unlike 
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Swades, The Bong Connection punctures the mythologised concept of des and pardes.  It 
highlights the contemporary definition of nation which has become an extension of the west in 
more than one ways. In this context, films on diaspora have highlighted the ways in which 
people, their identities and their concepts of nation have changed with time and space. The 
following section will briefly focus on the role of Indian culture industry in representing the 
Indian diaspora.  

  Diaspora and the Indian Culture Industry  

Popular cinema is the most common way to create the cultural links between nations. 
They have over the years built foundations of India’s cultural capital. Regional cinema had little 
role in creating the image of the Indian culture industry against the backdrop of global popular 
culture. The Bong Connection, a representative of contemporary popular cinema in Bengal was 
much criticised for its depiction of the Bengali diaspora (Dutta 2013). None the less, it became 
very popular for its unconventionality both in terms of style and content. The unflattering analysis 
of the Bengali ethnicity both in Kolkata and America, the shaky cinematography with hand held 
camera, depicting the unglamorous landscapesof Kolkata and Houston were all so 
‘unbollywoodic’. The film could be interpreted as a form of ‘writing back’ to the cultural 
dominance of Bollywood films. Thus there is an almost mock Bollywood dance sequence done 
by Hasaan and his Mexican girlfriend. The film is not a cultural product meant to satisfy the 
hunger for homeland of the diaspora Bengali. It is rather an entertainer, meant primarily for 
Bengalis living in Kolkata or Bengal who aspire socio-cultural mobility by living abroad. Later, 
AnjanDutta’s mantle also fell on his young assistant director, MainakBhaumik who directed the 
film, MaachMishti and More (2013) which once again depicted the failed return of the Bengali in 
the opportunity-challenged Kolkata. The film creates a school of thought that enables the viewer 
to scan through the lavish, glam-coated representations of diaspora Indians in Bollywood films. 

Conclusion 

    The Bong Connection thus turns away from the familiar routes etched by popular Bollywood 
cinema. It is conjures a more real world defined by everyday emotions and not a nostalgia for the 
past or an anxiety for the future. It comes from a controversial Bob Dylan loving singer-actor-
director who has perceived cinema in different way than the dream merchants of Bollywood. The 
film reduces the aura of imagined homelands to a contemporary lifestyle and a reality, defined by 
choice and comfort.  
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